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the scene’s editing owes much to Jean ,erested in and their future
Luc Godard’s Breathless, using jump H dealt with in the last 45 minutes of the
cuts as a method to describe the dis- fl fllm- At dial point, is psycho
location and alienation of the modem 1 logically exhuasted confused)
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glimpse of what the world might look three mni stories. Ironically, parts of the film. In the Australian P ’
like in the near future. It’s a world lenders is a director better known sequence, however, they are used 
where visual technology, in the form for subtl.e films like Wings of Desire intensively by Dr Farber(vonSydow) 
of holograms in advertising, video- and Taris, Texas. Until the End is the to electronically reproduce dreams, 
phones, and advanced television is kind of f,lm Ridley Scott (Blade 
pervasive. It’s also a world where Gunner) would make, not Wim 
credit cards are favoured over cash, Wenders.
making people more and more de- The other problem is that the story
pendent upon computers in their ev- tries to saX to° much. It begins as a 
cry day lives. “road movie” motivated by love, then

The screening of Until the End turns int0 a tw°-part science fiction 
arranged by the Academy of Canadian concePt film (complete with a mad The Festival of Grand Illusions con- 
Cinema and Television, featured a scienlist and hidden laboratory). Until tains six films of fantasy and imagi- 
discussion with Wenders. The event the End is bu|dened with so many nation- They will be shown at the 
was hosted by Canadian director Atom ideas’ told in such 30 uneconomical B,oor cinema between January 24 
Egoyan. way, that it crumbles under its own and 30- Here are some highlights.

Wenders, who spoke slowly and weilfhl; 
articulately, did not seem to be enthu-
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omnipotent and omnipresent phe- A retrospective of the work of Wim 
nomena in the entire picture. This Wenders will be playing at the 
may seem to be redundant, since tv Cinematheque this month. For more 
nas been dominant in many classical information, call 967-7371.
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future.
The bees show Jacob how his 

grandfatherdied afterhe bought them. 
The bees also lead Jacob away from 
his home out to the desert, slowly 

The Jester and the Queen, which ^ aCt'"g are! at times- irritating to revealing their world to him. In the
watch. The dialogue is weak and bees’ gigantic cave, Jacob travels both 
boring, like Julio’s life; played by to the past and the future; he stops at 
Echeverria, the characterhas the most Basra, Iraq, in the year 1991 where 
childish manners. Owen, on the other he 
hand, plays an over-sexed young kill, 
woman who has little else on her 
mind.

Rather than narrow the scope for-------- ,h„OQl_ , , - was made in Czechoslovakia in 1987
siastic about attending the event. He “e sake °[a succesful f,Im- however, by Vera Chytilova, is about Slach
was there to present a huge film: a trip Wenders, Dommartin and PeterCarey (Polivka Boleslav), a guardian to a
around the world and then into the e*Pand 016 ^ with a few different castle where visitors come to see the
minds of human beings plot tw,sts. This made the film long- splendid parks and forests Slach

winded. Just as you think it’s about to 
In Until the End, Wenders col- end, the narrator says: “But the story 

laborates with several icons i if Euro- has just begun.” 
pean cinema: Max von Sydow (who

meets a person he is destined to

Wax, or The Discovery of Televi- 
,,, -, „ s'on Among the Bees, is a visual es-

tur, or The Discovery ofTelex’i- say, artistically and technically dar-
hv n "!?n? es’ made in 1991 ifig- 11 is hypnotic and unusual, al- 
by David Blair, is set in Alamogordo, though it is difficult to sit through
New Mexico where Jacob Marker because of it constant repetition of 
(played by Blair) keeps images and voices. The plot of this 
Mesopotamian bees that he has in- film does not progress.

imagines that he is a medieval jester 
entertaining the Queen. One day, he 
notices Regina (Chantal Povlainova), 
a visitor who is the double of the 
Queen.

The narrative, something that 
worked with Bergman on 11 films), Wenders has masterly handled in his 
Jeanne Morreau (who worked with previous films, poses a major problem 
several New Wave directors, as well Claire’s boyfriend Eugene (Sam 
as Antonioni and Bunuel) and pro- Neill) serves as a narrator in the film, 
ducer Anatole Dauman (producer of He adds to its irony by telling the 
such indisputable classics as audience what will happen. Thus, the 
Hiroshima, MonAmour, TwoorThree film becomes self-conscious (not self- 
Things I Know About Her and films referential), 
by Bresson and Oshima). From such 
a team, one expects more.

The film begins with a journey rive in the outback. The physical 
around the world that lasts about two journey suddenly turns into a psycho
hours. The universal concept of space logical odyssey, making the first two 
is diminished by the transition from hours pointless, 
country to country, which is presented

Slach’s imagination intensifies — 
the Queen and Regina the same 

person? When he finally comes back 
to reality, he discovers a relationship 
developing between Regina and 1 
himself similar to his relationship with 
the Queen.

The Jester and the Queen is well 
written and acted; as a result, it’s 
great fun to see. Boleslav delivers a 
clever performance as the double , || 
character; he is humourous and HI 

it . nr ... _ , . . imaginative, as though the role3Ksarsr^ (ry ,™rr. sr:w,th help of Codârtlian jump cuts). rative. Until the End is the second film the villianess Queeif *
The journey seems somewhat this year (after the unreleased V

pointless. It does not directly affect Prospero’sBooks) to use this kind of 
the characters, it simply justifies their 
objective.

But the acting, cinematography, 
editing or anything else so concrete 
are not what makes the film fail. These
technical devices are executed quite starring William Hurt and Solveig Dommartin ria8e-a gay son and a job hehates. He 
well. Rather, it’s the epic story distributed by Warner Brothers tries to write a novel, but suffers from A scene from David Blair's Wax, or The Dixovery of Television Among the Bees, from the Festival of Grand

writer’s block. Illusions, ploying at the Bloor Gnemofrom January 24 to 30. Wax is a visual essay, artistically and tedmicoly
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This self-conscious narrative takes
a new course once the characters ar-
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Intimacy, by Dana Rotberg, 

made in Mexico in 1989. It is a film
which confronts the issues of desire, XHMPjQg»* „ f 
fantasy, and boredom.

Julio (Emilio Echeverria) is a 50- IMBF ./ • «■■H

was

Until the End of the World 
directed by Wim Wenders year-old teacher with a terrible mar- H

One day, he notices a hole in his 
H wall which looks directly into a 
J window where a beautiful

1
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young
woman lives with her husband. Julio 
immediately falls in love, and sends 
her notes and flowers. When Tere 
(Lisa Owen) finally meets Julio, she 
returns his love. They begin to have 
steamy sexual encounters on roof
tops, in cheap motels and at parks.

Their spouses become suspicious, 
eventually discovering the affair and 

I” ~ kickinS Tere and Julio out. The lovers 
f , *. are relieved, and try to live together; 
IpIpC but R only seems to last for a day.

Intimacy’s Soap Operaesque plot

Cult Film Festival at York
t

Vanier College Council presents a Cult Film Festival every Wednesday 
until the middle of February in Nat Taylor Cinema. Each double feat " 
starts at 7 pm; admission is free.

* January 22: Brazil and Night of the Hunter
* January 29: Peeping Tom and The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T
* February 5: Cheech and Chong’s Up in Smoke and tba
* February 12: Clockwork Orange and If...

Winters College Council is an associate sponsor of the Cult Film 
Festival. Programmes may be subject to change due to the availability 
of the films. For more information, contact Darryl Wieeers festival 
coordinator, at 650-0254.
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